Privacy Curtains that Inspire

Choose from a collection of sophisticated privacy curtain fabrics, from subtle textures to bold, large scale patterns, in a soothing yet modern color palette. Our high-performance privacy curtain fabrics can also be used for drapery or top of bed applications.

Upholstery that Performs

KnollTextiles combines modern design and high performance with dozens of upholstery selections that provide stain, moisture, or bacteria resistance, including Crypton® fabrics, vinyl upholstery, and Zeftron® solution dyed nylon. In addition, more than eighty upholstery patterns are available with an antimicrobial healthcare finish (additional lead times apply).
Imago™ and Wallcoverings that Enhance

Easily formed and fabricated, Imago™ frozen fabrics inspire the imagination, with surfacing applications from floor to ceiling. KnollTextiles also offers a carefully edited selection of type II vinyl and woven vinyl wallcovering options.

Opposite: Limelight, Meteor, Imago headboard, Candid, Lake bedcover. Above: selection of vinyl wallcovering (from top: Filter, Fine Print, Breakline, Leda, Notion.)